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Calendar codes
 Open Control data -> Calendar codes –application.
 Check that field ’Work type ’ is set for vacation.

Collective agreement
 Open Control data -> Collective agreements -application and set value ’Transit’ into field ’Transit work code’.
 Set value ’Wait’ into field ’Shift fill’
 Set valid values in tab ’Shifts’ for your collective agreement
 Set or clear field ’Require shift start/end’, depending on whether the drivers perform other dutien prior first transit 

and after last transit (not preparations/afterwork). In this case, drivers are asked whether to start/end shift when 
signing on to drivers’ web portal and signing off from web portal.

 Set value ’Period supplement. hours’ into field ’Period fill hours’ in tab ’Salaries’.
 Clear fields ’Absence’, ’Provision’, ’Provision 2’ and ’Advance’.
 Check that settings in tab ’Vacations’ corresponds to your collective agreement.
 Check that settings in tab ’Overtime’ corresponds to your collective agreement.

Work time tracking and salary calculations
 For vacations, hour entries are automatically generated for the drivers according to calendar.
 Drivers hour entries are automatically generated based on order actualizations
 You adapt work shifts according to collective agreement (break, waits, shift minimun duration) in Shifts –application 

(reminder ’Work shifts to approve’ in bottom panel)
 Salary calculations is performed for a period using Functions –menu option Salary calculations -> Generate.

Salary class and unit prices
 You can set driver’s salary class in Resources -> Personnel -application left bottom ’+’ –button’s functions.
 Unit prices for salary classes are entered in Control Data -> Salary classes –application.

NOTE: Create new order type for long (several days) orders, and set option Hour entries set. In this 
case drivers’ enter worktime manually for these orders.


